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Writing Ball, 1878 model, #102. See page 3.

i’m glad to be returning as etcetera’s
editor with this issue. I’d like to thank
Alan Seaver and Ed Neuert for putting out
their beautiful and innovative numbers
over the last two and a half years.
Editing the magazine is no simple
task, and it wouldn’t be possible for me to
take it on again without a new, more collaborative system of production. The other members of our board of directors and
our secretary-treasurer are helping with
editorial work, and Nick Tauriainen, who
already designed issue 108, is contributing his excellent eye for layout.
We have another full issue this time,
including two contributions each from
our stalwarts—Robert Messenger and
Peter Weil—and a new contributor, Ted
Munk, who not only researched the
Musicwriter but came up with a fun,
creative layout for his piece. Ted will be
known to some readers from his blog, To
Type, Shoot Straight, and Speak the Truth,
as well as from the very useful website he runs, The Typewriter Database
(typewriterdatabase.com). On the database, you can consult serial number data
(which Dirk Schumann began to compile
years ago), download literature, and view
and add to thousands of galleries that
illustrate individual writing machines
and their typing. Ted is a prominent typospherian, and his contribution to this
magazine favored by typosaurians (as
Jos Legrand has dubbed them) is much
appreciated.
But what are typospherians and typosaurians, exactly? Typosaurians focus
on collecting odd, early, and rare specimens, and they prize their printed reference works. Typospherians are digitally
fluent, and take at least as much interest
in common midcentury typewriters as

in antiques, because they like to actually
type on their machines. So far, The Typewriter Database is a favorite of typospherians, who’ve posted dozens of galleries
illustrating writers’ favorites such as the
Royal Quiet De Luxe, Hermes 3000, and
Olivetti Lettera 22. If more typosaurians
joined in, we’d all benefit from a growing reference library of photos and serial
numbers for rare and early machines
(as of this writing, there are no galleries for the Daugherty, Ford, or Jewett, for
instance).
Although typospherians and typosaurians may tend to have diﬀerent predilections, there’s no need for them to be at
odds. I consider myself a member of both
tribes, and the groups can clearly benefit
from each other. In fact, Nick Tauriainen
is another dual citizen: I was alerted to
his design skills by the neat, beautiful
images of midcentury machines on his
blog, x over it (xoverit.blogspot.com).
Twenty-first-century typists are the
main audience for my book The Typewriter Revolution, which is due to be published in November by Countryman Press
(typewriterrevolution.com). In order to
promote the book, I’ve been more active
on social media, and my eyes have been
opened to the scope of the typewriter
renaissance. Every few minutes, someone on Twitter or Instagram says, “I want
a typewriter” or excitedly shows oﬀ a
new machine. Poets, singly or in groups,
take their typewriters to the streets to
type magical words on demand, or they
share their typewritten work online with
thousands—in some cases, hundreds
of thousands—of followers. Yes, it’s an
exciting time for us typewriter lovers, old
and new. I’m happy to be around for it.

it’s always exciting when a “new” malling-hansen writing
Ball turns up. This fine, functional example of the 1878 model,
serial number 102, was discovered recently in Sweden.
Jørgen Malling Christensen of the Malling-Hansen Society
writes, “My thinking is that since this writing ball remained ‘in
hiding’ and undiscovered for so many years—protected by the
Swedish family in whose possession it has been for three generations—there may easily be more writing balls out there, not only
in private homes, but also in museums. Danish museums publicly admit that only around 10% of their items have been properly
inventorized. What is on display at the museums is a tiny part of
their collections; and I dare say that there may still be undetected
writing balls, as well as the elusive takygraf, which we have
never found, in the dark cellars and ancient wooden boxes of
these public establishments.”
The owner of no. 102 wishes to remain anonymous, but I am
in contact with an intermediary. If any deep-pocketed collectors want to know whether the machine is available, they should
contact me and I should be able to find out. —Ed.

portables, etcetera : by robert messenger

The Sholes Portable
in january 1877, christopher latham
Sholes sent James Densmore a photograph of himself sitting at a prototype of
what is unmistakably a portable typewriter. This is today perhaps the best
known of all Sholes images, the one upon
which a long line of “grateful ladies” was
later superimposed for the “Emancipation” image at the front of the Herkimer
County Historical Society’s The Story of
the Typewriter (1923).
British historian Richard Milton, on
his Portable Typewriters web page titled
“Christopher Sholes and the portable that
never was,” asks “Whatever happened to
this promising invention? … Probably the
greatest ‘What if?’ question in the entire
history of the typewriter industry is,
‘What if Remington had manufactured
a four-bank portable in 1890 instead of
suppressing it?’”

The Three Sholes Portables
Baby Sholes

Second prototype, 1877

Third prototype (reconstruction)

remington’s decision to “suppress”
the Sholes portable was almost certainly
made long before 1890, the year Sholes
died. Admittedly, Sholes didn’t sign oﬀ on
a patent for an improved version of his
1876-77 portable until February 13, 1890,
four days before his death. But Remington had been in possession of a Sholes
portable prototype since March 1877, and
in June 1881 the patent for it (No. 558428)
was promised to Remington by James and
Amos Densmore. Before James Densmore’s own death, on September 16, 1889,
he had guaranteed Wyckoﬀ, Seamans
& Benedict that he would get Sholes’s
signature on the paperwork.
In the preceding 17 years, there appear
to have been three distinct variations: a
“Baby Sholes,” meticulously described by
Uwe Breker and Jürgen Berndt in ETCetera No. 93 (March 2011); the portable seen
in the 1877 photo; and the improved version of this, which Sholes signed oﬀ on in
February 1890. All three are small fourbanks, the first with a TGJMNS keyboard,
the last two with figures as well as letters
and a XPMCHR configuration.
The “Baby Sholes” came from the
Remington Typewriter Collection, and
a reconstructed prototype for the last

version is in the Dietz Collection at the
Milwaukee Public Museum. Wilf Beeching, in Century of the Typewriter, claims
this last machine dates from “about 1873”
and was “originally sold to the Remington company.” But it was designed after
the typewriter shown in the 1877 photo.
The most obvious diﬀerences in the
variations came about at James Densmore’s urging, as he felt parts of the
1872 “Baby Sholes” were not suﬃciently
original to be patentable. That he was
right is clear from the Breker-Berndt article. Patents for what would become the
Sholes & Glidden in 1874 were owned by
the Type-Writer Company and licensed
exclusively to Remington. Sholes worked
on the changes Densmore demanded, but
even by mid-1877 Densmore still believed
the spacing mechanism, the connections
between the key levers and typebars, and
the means of seeing the line being written would rely on existing patents. At
each step, however, Sholes had studiously
avoided the QWERTY configuration.
By 1872, Sholes had already more or
less washed his hands of his first typewriter venture and had begun working
on his “pet project,” which he described
to Densmore as a “smaller, more compact” machine. This size, he believed,
would be the future of the typewriter.
It would be cheaper, simpler and less
troublesome than the Sholes & Glidden. “Now it may come within the line
of practicality,” he wrote to Densmore,
suggesting the Sholes & Glidden would
not. Sholes believed Remington mechanics such as William McKendree Jenne and
Jeﬀerson Moody Clough could not possibly “palliate and bridge over” the Sholes
& Glidden’s basic defects.
But Densmore was initially lukewarm
on the idea, and his warnings about
patent rights were coupled with an
insistence that the new machine type in
upper and lower case letters—something
Sholes resisted, believing this capacity
had no future.
In the photograph he sent Densmore,
Sholes has the machine placed on a flat
table, but later he found that if he kept
it in its carrying case with a thick cloth

Views of the 1936-1940 reconstruction of the third
Sholes portable prototype. Images courtesy of the Milwaukee Public Museum.

Wrangling Over Patents

under it, he could type silently. (The
table is apparently in the Dietz Collection
at the Milwaukee Public Museum.) He
described the Sholes & Glidden as going
“thump, thump,” with a crashing carriage return that would wake the dead,
or make those still alive wish they were
dead. In contrast, the portable was “just
the bulliest, jolliest little machine you
ever did see, and works so charmingly
that I almost begin to think I shall have to
use a writing machine for my own use.”
By this time, Densmore and his brother Amos Densmore had been converted
to Sholes’s portable idea, and in 1876 they
entered into agreements with Sholes,
giving them a three-fourths interest in
the still “embryonic” invention. However,

when no money was forthcoming for the
brothers’ share, James Densmore was
able to convince Sholes that they should
approach Remington with a proposal to
make the portable. In March 1877, Sholes
took the improved prototype to New
York to show it to the Densmores, on his
way to a meeting with Philo Remington
in Ilion. James was enthusiastic. “There
is abundant room for it on your lap,” he
wrote. He estimated the weight to be under 10 lbs. and felt it could be carried as
easily as a single-shirt satchel. But James
and Philo Remington argued vehemently
over patent rights, and the machine was
left at Ilion without an agreement being
reached on its manufacture.

sholes and densmore soon realized they had made a critical mistake
in agreeing to involve the Remingtons.
Sholes needed income from the portable
to allow him to resign from the Milwaukee public works board and go to
Colorado to regain his failing health. In
1879 Densmore changed tack, shifting his
focus from the Sholes portable to George
Yost’s Caligraph on the shady legal advice
that he and Yost could get around the
Type-Writer Company’s patent rights obligations to Remington. Densmore hoped
the Caligraph might garner suﬃcient
revenue for him and Yost to develop the
Sholes portable, as well as repay Yost’s
$50,000 debts to Remington and get back
control of Sholes & Glidden sales.
Remington hit back swiftly against the
threat of competition from the Caligraph,
and demanded the rights to the Sholes
portable in return for dropping threats
to sue. Remington also stopped fee payments to the Type-Writer Company,
which owed it $9000 on top of Yost’s

Photomontage from The Story of the Typewriter (1923)

Allen’s 1876 prototype portable, referred to in Scientific
American in 1905

The Corona in WWI: a successful typebar portable at last

personal debt. In June 1881 the Densmore
brothers finally succumbed and signed
over rights to the Sholes portable to
Remington. It was their last bargaining
chip. With the launch of the Caligraph
on the market, James Densmore continued to try to regain rights to the Sholes
portable, including the one-fourth share
held by Sholes himself. Sholes agreed
to part with his share for $2800, but Remington would not relent. Indeed, as James
suspected, Remington was equally determined not to use the rights to manufacture the portable.
Based on evidence suggested by the
1877 photo, Richard Milton points to “one
innovation that seems odd to us … [there]
seems to be a lever operated carriage
return (a design that German manufacturer Seidel & Naumann incorporated
into its Ideal desk machine).”
This device remains very much a mystery. Later variations incorporating the
changes suggested by James Densmore
were patented without it.
In the six years following Sholes’s
death, seven patents were issued in his
name. Two, for what would become
the Sholes Visible, were granted in late
1891 to his executor, George Orrin “Bud”
Sholes (1859-1894), his second youngest
son. Four more were granted in AprilMay 1896. These were the patents Sholes
had signed under duress on February
13, 1890, the day before his 71st birthday
and four days before his death. Sholes
had been vigorously pursued to sign the
papers from November 1889, two months
after James Densmore’s death, as they
were critical to the value of Densmore’s
estate—potentially $500,000—in forming part of his “generous” settlement
with Wyckoﬀ, Seamans & Benedict, owners of the Remington Standard Typewriter Company. The patents were assigned
to Densmore’s executors, his “loyal”
stepson Ernest Ryan Barron, Charles
Walker Seamans, and Densmore’s doctor
Daniel Curtis Roundy, and therefore by
proxy to Wyckoﬀ, Seamans & Benedict.
Sholes dated the origin of these designs
to 1877-81. Even though they included the
portable with a distinct “oval” typebasket, spacebars on the side of the keyboard and the XPMCHR configuration, he
had doubts they were all his.
This was not the case with a fifth 1896
patent (No 568630), issued in September but applied for seven years earlier,

during Sholes’s lifetime, and assigned
directly to Wyckoﬀ, Seamans & Benedict.
On this design, Sholes’s last for the portable, the top section lifts up, as on the
Remington 2.
The earlier version of this design (No.
558428) was among the patents Sholes
signed just before his death. The patent
was issued in April 1896 but had been
applied for by James Densmore on December 31, 1881. This is for the prototype
reconstructed for the Milwaukee Public
Museum through its Statewide Museum
Project of 1936-40. Al Muchka, curator of
American and Local History and History
Collection manager at the MPM, explained, “It was the habit to build replicas
from patent drawings, photographs or by
direct observation of a loaned object.”

The Rise of Portable Typewriters

as for richard milton’s question
about “What if?” most of us are happy
enough to consider, with the benefit of
hindsight, the Blickensderfer 5 as the
first keyboard portable typewriter. It
seems, however, that George Canfield
Blickensderfer was himself slow to realize the potential of his machine to create
a whole new market for the typewriter.
While he stressed its low weight, along
with the number of moving parts and
price, initially the thought of portability
doesn’t appear to have entered his head.
Perhaps the weight of the early Blick oak
cases had something to do with it. Out of
its case, the Blick could comfortably go
almost anywhere, as Reuters war correspondent Lionel James proved when he
used one to cover the Battle of Omdurman in the Sudan in 1898 and the Siege of
Ladysmith in South Africa in 1899-1900.
In March 1900 the San Francisco
Chronicle ran a wanted ad for a portable
typewriter, “Blickensderfer preferred”—
so if George C. hadn’t cottoned on to the
idea by then, someone else had. Earlier
that year the Royal Canadian Dragoons
sought a portable to take to the Boer War
with them, for the “comfort and convenience” of the oﬃcers. As we know,
another Canadian battery used a Corona
3 in World War I. In Charlotte, North
Carolina, in 1902, someone desperately
wanted to swap a bicycle for a portable
typewriter.
One of the first typewriters to promote its portability was the Odell, which
was heavily advertised in The Times of

London on October 24, 1892, more than a
year before the Blick 5 went into production. After the Odell came the Lambert in
1903—neither of them keyboard typewriters. In 1904 the Postal was pushed as
“just the thing for travelling men, ministers and all who want a light portable
typewriter.” Inevitably, in June that year,
the Oakland Tribune carried an ad for a
Blick 5 as “the perfect portable,” with a
“handy wooden case”. In 1905 the Blicks
5 and 7 were being advertised from Honolulu to Brooklyn as “the best portable.”
Interestingly, in its October issue
that same year, Scientific American said
the typewriter still needed to advance
to a true portable. Such a thing, it so
accurately forecast, would find a large
market. Scientific American, commenting on Robert Thomas Pritchard Allen’s
1876 prototype, said, “If the typewriter
shall advance as far again in the next
30 years it must be along lines that will
bring greater compactness and portability.” “When the manufacturers can get
the typewriter down to the size of an
ordinary keyboard, with the balance of
the mechanism reduced so as to take an
equal amount of space, and the two parts
are hinged together and enclosed in a
leather case … the business of typewriting will again boom like photography
when the unwieldy camera gave way to
the pocket camera. It would be absurd
for any one to say that the typewriter
cannot be developed along such lines,
for no man knows. Just as long as men
travel who must write to their firms and
to their folks the demand for a speedy,
cheap way of writing will exist and the
market being present the goods will be
forthcoming.”
Had the Scientific American been reading Franklin Sebastian Rose’s mail? The
Brooklyn Daily Eagle ran excerpts of the
magazine’s article, five months after Rose
had died in Manhattan. Perhaps Rose’s
widow Catherine and his son George read
it, and were thus encouraged to carry
through the work already well advanced
by Frank. There can be absolutely no
doubt that Frank Rose’s motivation
had not just been the light weight to be
achieved through the use of aluminum,
but the compactness that came with a
folding carriage. I won’t suggest Scientific
American was dismissing the Blick, Odell,
Lambert or Postal as portables, but obviously what it had in mind would soon

Above: Patent drawings for second prototype (?)
(applied for 1881, issued 1896)
Below: Patent drawings for third prototype
(applied for 1889, issued 1896)

emerge as the Standard Folding (and in
time become the Corona 3). As well, the
Junior and Bennett “pocket typewriters”
were just around the corner.
In all this 1905 discussion about the
advance of typewriters to portables, what
wasn’t mentioned was that the world
might have had a portable typewriter as
much as 28 years earlier—had it not been
for Remington’s intransigence, and its
resolve to maintain a stranglehold on the
typewriter market.
Thus the world, denied the small
Sholes machine, had to wait at least
another 12 years for a keyboard portable.
And almost four decades for a Remington
portable.
Sources: Where otherwise not stated, The Typewriter
and the Men Who Made It, by Richard N. Current
(University of Illinois Press, 1954; republished by PostEra Books, 1988).

ephemera : by peter weil

The Kindest
Cuts of All
1a

1b

3

4

the near-sculptural object above
(fig. 1a) and its product, an advertisement
(fig. 1b), are each commonly referred to as
an “advertising cut.”¹ But other common
terms applied to a metal printing plate
mounted on wood are “print block” and,
simply, “dinkus.” Many, but not all, serious ephemera collectors include ad cuts
in a second-tier category of “typographica,” the first of which encompasses, most
commonly, type specimens and style
sheets.²
Printing on paper has developed in the
West over more than half a millennium.
Historically, printing with wood blocks
and, later, movable metal type is significantly older in China and Korea. But any
influence from Asia, in the context of
trade between the regions, is a matter of

debate among historians. The most basic
technique involves carving wooden print
blocks. This technique was usually used
to create relief images, just like those
created by the types when the typebar
brings the type to paper on a typewriter.
Such images, often combined with types,
could be used to create relief printed advertising in several forms, ranging from
newspaper advertising to trade cards.
Newer techniques developed in the second half of the 19th century tended to replace wood block images with relief and
intaglio engraved images on zinc, copper
and, ultimately, steel. Beyond traditional
hand etching, chemical etching of images
began during this period. The resulting
plate was mounted on a wooden block to
make it come up to the same level as the

2

types and set with the types in a frame.
Originally, the frame usually was a rectangular one in a flat-bed press (see fig.
2).³ After inking, and wiping for intaglio
or gravure blocks, a piece of paper would
be placed over the frame and on top of
the paper was placed a plain rectangle,
the “platen,” that was then pressed down
against the types and images to create the
printed images and words on the paper.
Late in the century, rotary presses were
developed to hold the types and curved
plates bearing images (see fig. 3).
Photographic engraving, photogravure, was a major change in the process
to produce advertising cuts and other
images. Its roots are in the invention of
photography in the 1840s, but it became
a major technique in 1872, when the
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Photo-Engraving Co. was established in
New York to exploit process line engraving, a technique invented in France.
This involved making a photographic
negative from an artist’s line drawing,
printing this onto zinc with its surface
made light-sensitive with a gelatin, then
acid-etching away the background to
leave the image in relief. By the 1880s,
this technique was widely adopted by
printers. In the same decade, in an attempt to compete, wood, stone, and steel
engravers became quite adept at copying
photographs, including their tonal qualities. The characteristics of their results
often are so fine as to make it diﬃcult
to distinguish photographically created
cuts from hand carved ones.
Reproduction of photographic images

by halftone process engravings began in
1881 when halftone screens were separately patented in Germany and the U.S.
Using two sheets of glass with lines that
formed a grid, the original photograph
was re-photographed through them. This
broke the image up into a pattern of dots,
the size of which varied when printed
on zinc for etching. By the 1890s and in
much of the following century, most halftones were made on copper (for example,
see fig. 4). The American process was the
most successful, and it became the standard. The resulting “screens” or “matrices” were described in “grains,” meaning
so many lines to the inch, usually varying
from 70 (coarse) to 170 (fine). For example, Remington sent books to dealers
selling the Model 2 Portable. The books

contained numbered ad cuts from which
a dealer could order the cut desired as a
70 line matrix or a prepared metal plate
(see fig. 5). The greater the number of
dots and lines created, the darker an
area, and the fewer of both, the lighter
an area.⁴ This and related photographic
processes in the 20th century often were
combined with oﬀset printing. Oﬀset
printing included a middle step between
the printing plate and the paper in which
the image was first printed from a plate
to a roller that then printed the image
on paper. This decreased wear on the
printing plate, resulting often in ad cuts
that are still very sharp even after heavy
use. In the last version of this technique,
oﬀset lithography, the plate had to be
treated to isolate the parts to be printed
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from those not intended to print, using a
lacquer on the areas intended to absorb
ink and print, and gum or resin on those
parts that would only absorb water. Both
of these materials may still be found on a
cut when a collector discovers it today.
All the 19th-century and early-20thcentury techniques for creating advertising cuts of typewriters were developing
during the same period when the writing
machine industry was itself developing
and becoming a prime user of advertising—in newspapers, magazines, calendars, envelopes, letter and bill heads,
blotters, and trade catalogs, and in the
form of many premiums to create its
growing market.⁵
Most of us typewriter hunters and
users are fairly confident in our abili-

ties in the game of typewriter spotting.
On these pages, you, the reader, are
presented with a series of advertising
print blocks as they appear to the naked
eye.⁶ The challenging game for you is
to identify the maker and model of the
typewriter shown and to guesstimate as
closely as possible the date the plate was
made.⁷ The plates shown above are parts
of the game, including figures 1a, 4, and
the eight typewriters (left to right) in
figure 2. The answers appear on the next
page. The only rules are no peeking and
no use of mirrors. I hope you will agree
with me that many of these typewriter
ephemera printing plates have artistic,
sculptural qualities that make them for
us collectors the Kindest Cuts of All!

Endnotes
Appreciation is due to Tony Casillo, Bert Kerschbaumer,
Ed Neuert, Alan Seaver, and Robert Messenger for their
contributions to my ideas and content of this column.
I also wish to thank Cornelia Weil for her editorial
assistance.
1. This advertising cut and all others are in my collection unless specified otherwise.
2. Maurice Rickards, Encyclopedia of Ephemera
(New York: Routledge, 2001). Other sources for
this column include Graham Hudson, The Design
and Printing of Ephemera in Britain and America:
1720-1920 (New Castle, DE: The British Library
and Oak Knoll Press, 2008), Chapter 8; Newspaper
Cuts for Use in Advertising the Remington Portable
Typewriter, (New York: Remington Typewriter
Co., ca. 1924), covers + 16pp, p. 11; and http://www.
explainthatstuﬀ.com/how-printing-works.html
3. The subject is Ray Parsons. He is shown typesetting at the Lewiston (Maine) Journal in 1940.

1a. Smith-Premier model 1 (ca 1890); probably made
by A. Mugford, the big Hartford-based engraver,
who also did a lot of work for Caligraph once it
was based in Hartford) and Colt Firearms. Data
provided by Ed Neuert.
3. Remington model 12 (ca 1922).
4. Everything for the Oﬃce (ca 1924); (left to right)
i. Underwood model 5
ii. Victor model 10
iii. LC Smith model 8-10
iv. Rem-Sholes model 11
v. Royal model 10
vi. Remington Portable model 2
vii. Underwood 3-Bank Portable (version 2
introduced 1923)
ix. Remington model 12
6. Underwood Leader Portable (1942)
7. SCM Smith-Corona Electric Portable; secondstage model (1961-62)
8. Blickensderfer model 9 (ca 1911).

9. Royal model H12 “Victory” (1935)
10. Oliver model 3 (ca 1904)
11. Coxhead Electric Vari-Typer (ca 1937-38)
12. Victor model 3 (ca 1912); Ed Neuert collection
13. Remington model 7 (ca 1898)
14. Olivetti Lexikon 80 (ca 1950-55); Bert Kerschbaumer collection
15. Eagle (ca 1902-03); Tony Casillo collection
16. Royal Quiet Deluxe Portable model O (ca 1938)
17. American model 5 (ca 1905)
18. Oliver model 9 on steel (ca 1915)
19. Manhattan model A (ca 1898)
20. Olympia model SG1 (1961)
21. Remington model 3 Portable (ca 1932)
22. Woodstock model 4 (1915)
23. Caligraph model 2 (ca 1885-1888); early steel
engraving made by John Sellers, Sheﬃeld, UK
and engraved by John Lowell, Boston; Ed Neuert
collection
24. Royal Quiet Deluxe (ca 1941)
25. Chicago model 1 (ca 1905)
26. Royal model 10 (ca 1915)

4. No discussion of chromolithography (chromophotographic lithography) is presented here
because the advertising cuts examined here
exclusively were used to print in black, white,
and gray tone images.
5. For more in-depth discussions of these types of
advertising, see the “Ephemera” columns in ETCetera Nos. 75, 76, 78, 80, 83, 85, 91, 93, 95, 98, and
101. Many of these can be seen online at http://
etconline.org/backspace.htm and are otherwise
available from Herman Price, our Treasurer and
Mailer in Chief.
6. These advertising cuts date from the time they
were used to print images of typewriters that
were being sold at that time. They appear to be
contemporary with the objects in their images.
7. Dates are based on documented ads, letter and
bill heads, and trade catalogs. However, the same
image could have been used for long periods and
thus the range may be broader than specified.

Answers
26
21
23
25
20

22

24

The Wahl family of Mesa, Arizona have been repairing typewriters in the state
since 1948, so it is no surprise when very interesting machines come into the door
of Bill Wahl’s little typewriter shop from time to time, brought by retirees looking
to re-home a beloved family relic. Thus, when I visited last week, Bill had obtained
a very strange Smith-Corona Galaxie to show me, sold to him by the original
owner, who had included the original paperwork and ephemera with the machine.
When I opened the familiar black aluminum case, the first thing I noticed was the
lack of a carriage return lever, but then the keytops caught my eye. Musical notes.
However, it was the name silk-screened onto the paper table that told me that I
was looking at a rare and relatively unknown machine: “Musicwriter.” I had only
heard of converted R.C. Allens from the 1950s being branded with this name, and
here I was looking at a Musicwriter that was fairly obviously built entirely by the
Smith-Corona factory in 1962. I checked the Typewriter Database “Musicwriter”
serial number page on my phone and found it to be blank. Research would need to
be done to rectify that.
Bill generously loaned me the machine and ephemera for a few days, and I went
to work.

The Ephemera: Three sales brochures detailing the features of the 1962 Musicwriter models, a price list, a sales reply letter signed by Cecil Effinger with the
original envelope, and other brochures for supplies. The letter indicates that the
machine was purchased in late 1962.

The Serial Number: SCM factory-stamped on bottom frame, unusual for an
early Galaxie. #M6LT-100517 is clearly a special short serial number run and
seems quite high for a first-year machine, as MPC (Music Print Corporation) sales
in the early ’60s averaged no more than 150 units per year (all models). Sales of
the SCM-built Studio model might optimistically have reached 75 units or so in
its year of introduction, so perhaps one explanation might be that SCM manufactured the entire batch at once and shipped it to MPC, where it was stored with the
highest serial numbers closest at hand. That would mean that the machines were
issued highest serial number first, and thus, Bill’s unit would be near the end of
the serial number run. A run of 550 machines would have been enough stock to
last MPC for the next 7 years or so, and a machine sold in late 1962 would have a
serial number in the lower 500’s. The “M” prefix is also notable. Could it stand for
“Musicwriter”?

The Machine: There are notable differences
between the SCM Musicwriter and a stock
Galaxie. The linespacing mechanism has
been designed out, and the platen spins
freely with no detent. In this specimen,
the spin is hindered only by flat spots
on the feed rollers. All of the character keys are “dead,” but retain
the typebar tabs that would
normally be missing on “dead”
keys. Instead, the escapement
mechanism has been redesigned
to omit the part of the mechanism that is
triggered by the typebar tabs. Only the spacebar actuates the escapement, and the letterspacing appears to be elite, 12cpi.
There are no margin stops and no tabulator or ribbon bichrome. Touch
control and soundproofing are omitted. Card guides have been replaced with a
small plastic alignment guide with three red marks for lining up staves. Many of
the plastic shell parts are formed with bulged sections that cover the holes where
missing levers would normally be.

The Typing Experience: Operating the Musicwriter would be a familiar experience to an artist who draws using a typewriter. The procedure is basically the same:
you grasp the carriage knob and carriage release lever with one hand and use it to
guide the paper to the print point you want, then hit the key with the other hand—affectionately referred to as the “point and plunk” method. This method takes a while to get
used to, but one MPC employee named Wayne Scott could reach 60 characters per minute
in demonstrations that Effinger and Scott toured the country with. The Studio Model
machine itself is very loud and hollow in operation. With no soundproofing and a significant
amount of mechanism stripped out, it’s even more hollow and booming than the average Galaxie, which isn’t a quiet machine to begin with.

by robert messenger

on june 28, 1889, the atlanta constitution ran a small news item announcing
that an Aurora, Illinois watchmaker had
invented a typewriter that cost three
cents to make. The “typewriter” is what
we know as the “Elgin Watchmaker’s
Typewriter,” a toy made in Aurora by the
Elgin National Watch Company.
Collectors have commented on the
increasingly low prices at which these
“machines” were oﬀered in 1890-92, but
given the production cost, there was obviously still a profit to be made. Trouble
is, it seems very few Elgins were ever
sold, despite Elgin Typewriter Works’
claims that between September 21 and
December 5, 1890, 1350 had been shipped
out of Elgin by American Express to just
one agent. And these were sent, “with
agent’s terms,” at 50 cents apiece (the
Elgin sold for 60 cents).
The inventor was Frank Felt, described
in advertising for the Elgin typewriter
as a “mechanical expert” at the Elgin National Watch Company’s Aurora factory.
Elgin was a major US watchmaker from
1864 until 1968. It was headquartered in
Elgin, Illinois, in the largest site dedicated to watchmaking in the world, with an
additional plant being added in Aurora
later. Elgin is 30 miles from Chicago and
21 miles from Aurora.
Frank Felt was born on December 17,
1856, in Felt’s Mills, Jeﬀerson County,
New York, a village named after the
inventor’s grandfather John Felt, who
established the settlement in 1813 when
he purchased 300 acres and started
building large sawmills there. A history
of the area records, “At one time Mr. Felt,
with Yankee ingenuity, constructed an
attachment and threshed his grain at one
of these mills. His lumbering enterprises
were large, and from two mills, which
had gang saws, he produced 2,000,000

feet of lumber annually. It was shipped to
Troy, Albany and New York.”
Frank Felt was the son of merchant
and conveyancer Oliver Ackley Felt
(1809-1885) and his wife Elizabeth Bolt
Weed (1816-1887). Frank was the last of
eleven children, five of them boys. He
served an apprenticeship in the miller’s
trade at Camden, Oneida County (his
father had sold his mills in 1858), then
joined Elgin in 1880 as a jeweller before
moving to the company’s Aurora factory
as a watchmaker in 1887-89. A family
history says, “While employed as miller,
and later as watchmaker, he has won an
enviable reputation as a poet for the local
press, besides evincing his genius in a
number of inventions.” By 1890, Frank
was living in Oswego and describing
himself as an inventor. But by 1900, he
was a life insurance agent boarding in
Syracuse.
On his Virtual Typewriter Museum
website, Paul Robert says of the Elgin,
“Some inventions are so silly that they
are not even entitled to carry the name
given to them by their inventor. A good
example is this ‘typewriter’ invented by
Frank Felt … Felt described this gadget
as a ‘new and useful writing machine.’ It

was certainly new, but its usefulness can
be debated.” “The Elgin typewriter itself
is nothing more than a piece of wood
measuring only 7 inches by 2 inches by
½ inches tall, with two felt ink pads on
either side of the printing area (two open
slots where the paper goes in). There is
a metal rod running parallel to one side
of the ‘platen,’ for a primitive alignment.
Obviously the alignment was impossible
because the type was … as small as with
any other typewriter, and the only way
to have alignment [is] to coordinate eyes
and arm extremely well! The ‘type-bar’
(called ‘type-head’ in the patent) consists
of a piece of wood with rubber type on
both sides, that has its end tapered and
rounded for handles.”
Questions about the Elgin typewriter’s
heritage were raised in the September
2002 edition of ETCetera (No. 59) when
then joint editor Rich Cincotta wrote
about an Elgin that he and co-editor
Chuck Dilts had won in an eBay auction.
Rich and Chuck had been chasing an
Elgin for some years, after seeing one in
the collection of Dennis Clark and immediately placing it high on their wish list.
Rich had been able to find Frank Felt’s
patent (No. 432,025) but nothing about

Felt himself. At the start of the patent
specifications, Felt declared the typewriter a toy. He applied for the patent on
August 20, 1889, and it was issued on July
15, 1890. Not knowing that Felt had moved
from Aurora to Oswego by that stage, to
establish a new manufacturing company,
the Novelty Typewriter Company, probably didn’t help Rich’s cause.
Soon after leaving Aurora, in late
December 1890, Felt began advertising
nationally for agents to sell the Elgin.
The lure was a “golden harvest” of $10 a
day—the Elgin would bring “big profits,”
as they “sold fast.” A little more than five
months later, the Elgin was being oﬀered
free with a 50-cent annual subscription
to The Home Circle in St. Louis and with a
75-cent subscription for the family story
publication American Hearthstone in New
Jersey; in each case Felt was party to the
arrangement, in exchange for free advertising for the Elgin. An Elgin watch was
also part of the latter deal, suggesting
Felt’s ongoing links with Elgin. By March
1892, Felt’s dreams of fame and fortune
from the “entertaining, instructive and
useful novelty” were over, and last-ditch
eﬀorts to flog the Elgin had been taken
over by a Philadelphia outfit.
In his 2002 ETCetera article, Rich Cincotta made passing reference to an earlier attempt by Felt to invent a typewriter.
Rich described this as “a more substantial
forerunner of the Elgin [with] the same
slot-inkpad design, as well as the type on
the edges of the head.” This was an 1887
joint eﬀort with a Canadian-born Massachusetts shoemaker and inventor Isaac
Waddell Archibald (1834-1908), whom Felt
had got to know while working in Elgin.
It is likely that Felt’s connection with
Archibald led to Felt’s using the address
of the Tiﬀany Manufacturing Company,
25 Waverley Place, New York City, as
another advertised outlet for sales of the
Elgin in late December 1890. One might
think Felt’s background in jewelry and
watchmaking could explain a link to the
famous Tiﬀany & Co., but that is not the
case. Waverley Place was also known as
Tiﬀany Place in the mid to late 19th century (it is Tiﬀany Place today), and that
name had nothing to do with the jewelry
store family. Instead, 25 Waverley Place
was occupied at the time of the Elgin
advertising by Frank McLewee & Son, a
manufacturer of gas fittings, including
chandeliers. The property was auctioned

oﬀ in 1894, redeveloped, and by 1900 was
occupied by hat manufacturer Eugene V.
Connett Jr.
One disgruntled mail order buyer
of an Elgin appears to have been longserving Maine journalist Edwin Arthur
Moore (1877-1954). Moore was still seething in April 1949, when he wrote in his
Portland Press Herald “All in a Lifetime”
column that in the 1890s he had been a
“sucker” for spending 50 cents on a typewriter that turned up as “a wooden truck
with a rubber alphabet glued around it,
a stick for the hole in the middle and an
ink pad.” The only thing he wrote with
it was a letter to “blast out the firm that
stung me.”

E. A. Moore, self-styled sucker

Frank
Burns
Update
by peter weil

two photographs that are relevant
to last issue’s article on the Burns Typewriter and Frank Burns have been made
available to ETCetera. One, taken in 1888,
is definitely of historical importance
and the second probably also is so. The
newly-revealed images were discovered
through assiduous research in his institution’s files by John Paul Wolfe, Curator at
the McClurg Museum of the Chautauqua
County (NY) Historical Society.¹
The first photograph identifies the
subject on the far left as Frank Burns, but
as a result of his age and position, the
image cannot contribute to the identification of the man in the portrait in our last
issue. In addition to Frank, the other two
subjects are Joe Burns and William Rudd.
The U.S. Census does not reveal any “Joe
Burns” in this area of New York in the last
two decades of the 19th century. “Joe” may
have been the nickname of one of Frank’s
brothers. In the 1870 and 1880 censuses,
these were Andrew, Peter, and Theodore, who all, like William Rudd, lived
in Chautauqua County at the time of the
photo. Rudd, on the far right, was about
the same age as Frank, both having been
born in 1863-64.² The historical import of
the photograph stems from its year, 1888.
Frank Burns was only about 24, yet during that year he was developing the patent application for the Burns Typewriter
that he submitted in August of 1889. The
highly innovative and complex machine
embodied in it arose from the mind of
a self-taught third son of a cooper who
had migrated from Hannover, Germany.
Since Andrew, Frank’s older brother, had

lobes, tend to grow. The facial proportions
are virtually the same for the two faces.⁵ I
conclude that the images are highly likely
to be of the same man at diﬀerent ages,
quite probably Frank Burns.⁶ If so, the
image documents a point in Burns’ life
later than the period of the development
of his typewriter and the failed attempts
to make and market it.
Frank, we know you better now, but
only a little better. Thank you, again, for
your marvelous, mysterious typewriter!
Lastly, please note that the provenance
of Burns model 1 s.n. 3 in the last issue
contained errors, and the following is a
correction based upon the generous assistance of Dennis Clark, Peter Frei, Marco
and Heidi Frei, Thomas Fürtig, and Bert
Kerschbaumer. This machine was purchased by Peter Frei at an antique show in
upstate New York in 1992. No information
on its history before that date was available. Peter sold it about a year later to
Tilman Elster in Germany. After Tilman
passed away, it was auctioned by Auction
Team Breker in 2011 and won by Marco
and Heidi Frei, the present owners.

apprenticed to this parent, it is likely
that Frank also did so, later working with
Andrew in his basket- and barrel-making
business, starting about 1880. The callowlooking youth we find in this photograph
is the genius who bequeathed us his
wonderful writing machine.
The second photograph is undated
and includes no written information.
Neither of the subjects is identified in
this image that was constructed out of
two negatives late in the 19th century
or early in the 20th in a photographer’s
darkroom.³ However, this photograph

and the portrait of the man and the Burns
typewriter that was the foundation of
my Burns article were both discovered
in a box in an attic in Westfield, Frank’s
home town.⁴ My analysis indicated that
the Burns in that portrait was s.n. 19 and
was Frank’s personal typewriter, so the
man in that portrait was probably Frank
Burns. The man on the bench in this
second new image bears a countenance
that is strikingly similar to that of the
older man in my ca. 1920 portrait. Keep in
mind that as people age, their lower jaw
tends to shrink and their ears, including

1. The Chautauqua County (New York) Historical Society generously allowed a single use of
these images. The CCHS holds the copyright and
specific permission is required for each use.
2. William Rudd shows up in the 1900 census as a
fisherman. If there was any influence on Frank
Burns’ invention of his typewriter, it has not
been documented.
3. With appreciation to Paul Robert for his analysis
of the construction of this photograph.
4. Based on oral testimony from the man who
bought the box and sold me the 1920s portrait
from it, and who also recently gave the portrait
of the man on the bench to the CCHS and McClurg Museum.
5. Jos Legrand called my attention to this variable
and to the shared squinting in relation to it.
6. The inclusion of the image of a water feature
that resembles Niagara Falls in the photograph
raises the question of marriage. No evidence of
any marriage for Frank Burns was found.

The
Danish
Junior
Index
by greg fudacz
antikeychop.com

junior. when it comes to typewriters
that may be the most uninspired, ubiquitous moniker around, and so here we
have yet another. This time that moniker
graces a well-built circular index toy
from Denmark, but contrary to what its
name suggests, the machine is anything
but commonplace. In fact, I could confirm only four examples for this story.
Even among a fervent group of collectors
from Denmark who specifically hunt
for toys made by its manufacturer, this
typewriter has never been seen outside
of a print ad. Apparently we typewriter
collectors are much better hunters and
gatherers.
The Junior was produced by H. Langes
Legetøj A/S, a diecast toy maker. The
company was formed by four men:
Henning H. Langes, Alfred Nielsen, Kaj
Christiansen, and later E. Leager-Larson.
Langes was the financier and head of
sales, Nielsen was the shop foreman, and
Christiansen and Leager-Larson were the
toolmakers and designers. Ultimately,
however, H.H. Langes was the employer
and everyone else simply worked for
him. The company began manufacturing

out of a factory basement at no.19 Nyrnberggade in Amager (a suburb of Copenhagen) in 1945. A sales oﬃce was located
at no. 42B Vimmelskaftet, Copenhagen.
Advertisements for H. Langes toys began
circulating in the latter part of 1946.
History on the men that started the
company is scant. What is known is
interesting, yes, but ultimately much
of it is irrelevant to typewriters. I’ll just
mention that H.H. Langes, A. Nielsen and
K. Christiansen knew each other while
serving in a special department of the
Copenhagen police force called the Krisepolitiet (Crisis Police). They were relieved
of their duties almost immediately after
World War II when their department
was dissolved, but why they ventured to
be toy makers is unclear. In contrast, E.
Leager-Larson had previously worked for
another Danish toy maker, Tekno. He was
most likely responsible for the development of most of the Langes Legetøj
products, including this Junior.
When the Langes company began its
advertising campaign, it had intentionally and aggressively set its sights on competing diecast toy maker Tekno’s busi-

ness. Tekno was the foremost toy maker
in Denmark at the time. Langes ran full
page advertisements for toy pistols, cars,
cranes, tools, etc … and, in March of 1948,
a typewriter. According to toy collectors,
Langes did manufacture higher quality
products compared to Teknos. Obviously,
a former policeman’s salary wouldn’t
have been enough to fund the superior
product line and aforementioned aggressive ad campaign that an upstart warring
against the coﬀers of its most established and dominant competitor would
need. Luckily, H.H. Langes met Grethe
Gürtler (née G. Duvantier) in 1945. She
had money and social status, and most
importantly, her sister, Alice, was married to former Prime Minister Erik Julius
Christian Scavenius. H.H. Langes and G.
Gürtler married in 1949.
Tekno ultimately took notice of the
young toy company and smartly signed
a 20 year contract with Langes in 1949.
Under the contract, Langes was allowed
to make toys for Tekno but not to sell
them directly. All of the toys produced
under the Langes/Tekno partnership
were embossed underneath with the

Clockwise from left: Red Junior from the Thomas Kramer collection; Henning Harding Lange;
E. Leager Larsen; 1948 advertisement; factory
at 19 Nyrnberggade, Amager, Denmark.

Tekno brand and labeled on top with the
Langes name. It is important to note that
this Junior typewriter does not have that
Tekno embossing.
The Junior is almost completely made
of metal other than a 6¼” wood platen,
two cotton ink rollers, and a pair of
plastic platen knobs. It weighs about 2
lbs. 11 oz., stands about 2¼” tall, and has
about a 7¼” by 7¼” footprint. For a toy
it is incredibly well built, even though
the design is rather simple, with just 31
total parts. Assembly was done by either
pinning or pressing pieces together, so
taking the typewriter apart is virtually
impossible without causing irreparable
damage. The index and type are cast from
one metal piece and deliver 66 characters
at nine characters per inch. The type
could be interchangeable, though I doubt
any non-Danish versions were ever produced. To operate, the user would simply
spin the index until the desired character
was centered at the top and depress the
spacebar. The entire carriage would then
pivot forward about an inch and advance
the spring-driven escapement by one
increment upon returning back to its rest

position. To return, you pivot the carriage forward and push right. The ink is
delivered when the characters brush up
against the rollers. That’s it. There is no
bell, no return lever, no line space lever,
no tab sets or margins … absolutely nothing else.
From the advertisement we can tell
that the only deviations from the original design were the placement of the
manufacturer’s logo, a larger index knob,
and an added index shield to protect the
user from the inked characters. It would
have been interesting to compare the
typewriter to its original patent, but unfortunately I could not locate this documentation. Most of the known examples
(in the collections of Breker, Mantelli,
and the author) have a black finish with
a gold pinstripe except for the one in the
Thomas Kramer collection, which is red
and gold.
By the mid-1950s, Langes produced
die-cast toy cars almost exclusively.
Based on the limited advertising, the
few of these Juniors that have surfaced,
and the fact that they are not embossed
with the Tekno brand, it is probably safe

to assume these typewriters were not
produced beyond 1948.
As a businessman, H.H. Langes had
a reputation for being untrustworthy
and unscrupulous. He regularly broke
contracts, failed to meet his tax obligations, and was often found on the wrong
side of the law. In 1954 he divorced, and
in 1958 he sold his company to another
competitor, The Kirk Group, but stayed
on as a director. In 1962 he moved to
Majorca in order to flee the law, right
after Tekno bought what was left of H.
Langes Legetøj A/S from The Kirk Group.
The building where the factory once was
at no. 19 Nyrnberggade in Amager still
stands.
I would like to thank toy collector Peter
Frandsen, who has researched Danish toys
extensively, helped me translate the H.
Langes Legetøj A/S history, and allowed me
to use his images of the inventors and advertisement. Thanks also to Thomas Kramer for
the photograph of his red Junior.

HBw-Aktuell
June 2015
• Letter from the manufacturers of the
Phönix typewriter
• “For the Love of Typewriters” (poem)
• Jubilee editions of the Erika 5 (gold) and
Mercedes (white)
• News from the IFHB board of directors

Maddie Allen: Odell 4 with original
wooden box, Williams 4 #19100
Gabe Burbano: Odell/American No. 5 &
case, Presto, Corona 3 light arm version,
Courier, Noiseless desktop 20 pitch
Don Feldman: Remington 2, Senta 3,
Smith Premier 2 with crank handle for
brush
Nick Fisher: Jewett 5 #12030, Neya
#32386, Macy’s Portable 1 #37303, Pittsburg 12 #51096, Ranger Olympia/Optima
portable #696056, Underwood Leader
in war finish #E1263459, Empire 2 or
3 #122671, Archo #7509, Protos #2269,
Noiseless 5 #57755, Adler 7 #69177

April 2015
• ANCMECA member survey results
• Cipher machines at Breker auction
• New ANCMECA promotional materials
• Jardine typewriter (Bar-Lock name
variant)

ETC No.108 arrived last week and I read
it almost immediately. It’s an absolutely
brilliant issue cover-to-cover. Kudos to
Peter Weil for matching the Burns typewriter to its serial number in his mystery
photo. Great sleuthing! Lastly I want to
mention the silver and gold Victoria... it’s
enchanting.

Flavio Mantelli: Automatic s.n. 3 (from
the estate of J.N. Williams, who apparently was given the machine directly by
Hamilton!), Pearl circular index
Martin Howard: American Fitch #424,
Remington Perfected 4 #575, Salter 5
#2158, Duplex (early Jewett 2) #526
Adam Golder: Royal O, Caligraph 4,
Sperry Rand 333, Smith-Corona Sterling,
Smith-Corona 5TE Electric 12, Caligraph
3 in pieces
Jaap Horstink: Byron #9894

Cor van Asch: Merz #14074, Edelmann
#13555, Helios B101
Peter Weil: Erika no. 1 #1087 (1910), Portex no. 5 #19883
Reinmar Wochinz: Radio, early ElliottHatch

—Greg Fudacz
In issue 108, the story about the Spanish
palace typewriters is very interesting.
But I was especially struck by the information on Royals, because my father
started out with the Royal company.
“El Trust Mecanográfica” was the Royal
representative for Spain. I’ve always been
closely tied to that make.
—José Isusi (Bilbao, Spain)

Marc Pellacoeur: red Mignon 2
John Payton: Pullman A, Rem-Blick
Richard Polt: unused Hebrew Olivetti
Lettera 32, Remington N (Torpedo)
Herman Price: Bar Let 1 #166 green,
Mercedes 100,000 Jubilee Edition
#100,084 white, Torpedo 3 #1919, Salter
Visible black, Royal Standard 3 wide
carriage, Duplex #1096, Junior nickel
plated, New Hall Braillewriter #22, Albus
Austrian Std. Folding #289, Sun 2 #1278
Javier Romano: Chicago, Edelmann
#6102, Navarre practice kbd.
Sirvent brothers: Excelsior 2 #7879 Russian kbd., Sun 6 #1278 ribbon, Spanish
kbd., Urania 1 #4579
Georg Sommeregger: Lambert 2 #4329,
yellow Olivetti Lettera 82

Eric Meary: America 5
Ed Neuert: aluminum Hammond 2 in
red plush leather case, ca. 1900 (see “The
Missing Hammonds,” ETCetera no. 17, p. 4)

Did you receive an email asking you to tell us
about your latest finds? If not, we may need
your current email address. Send it to Herman Price, typewriter.museum@gmail.com.

